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When Jordan Slatten was an undergraduate at the University of Louisiana at 
Monroe, majoring in political science, she predicted she’d have a career in politics— 
behind the scenes, not as a candidate. However, a college job for a solo practitioner 
changed her mind. 

“I’d been working in the courthouse since high school, and we have a family friend 
who is a judge, so I have always been interested in the law. But, as I worked in college, I 
realized I wanted a career as an attorney.” 

Jordan began investigating law schools, and she was sure of one thing: she didn’t 
want to go to law school in Louisiana. 

“Louisiana law is different than every other state; I was concerned I’d be at a 
disadvantage later on in my legal career,” she explained. 

Jordan learned about the William H. Bowen School of Law through her connection 
to Little Rock. As part of the Phi Mu Fraternity, she’d spent many hours volunteering 
and raising money for Arkansas Children’s Hospital. She’d already been to Little Rock 
several times before she came to tour Bowen. 

But it wasn’t love at first sight. 
“It was a rainy and cold day; the trees were bare. It was the dreariest day ever,” she 

recalled. “Then, during my tour, a 1L class had just concluded and the students were in 
the hallway talking about how confused they were from class.” 

Jordan was nervous—both that she would get accepted and that she wouldn’t. 
“I’d applied to a Louisiana law school. When the representative called to congratulate 

me on acceptance, he was very abrupt. The scholarship offer wasn’t ideal, and I had to 
commit by the end of the day. It was already 3 p.m.” 

As Jordan was considering that afternoon, she got her acceptance email from Bowen, 
and she chose to go to law school in Little Rock. 

“I love Little Rock. It’s much larger than DeRidder, Louisiana, where I grew up, but 
it doesn’t feel like a big city,” Jordan said. “The cost of living was a great benefit, and I 
knew Bowen’s location in a capital city would open up a lot of opportunities.” 

““During live jury trials, when 

everyone is wearing masks, how 

can you tell what someone is 

thinking if you can’t see his or 

her face? How do you know if a 

witness is lying, or if a juror is 

connecting with your argument?” 

Award Winning Advocate



She arrived in Little Rock knowing no 
one. “It didn’t bother me, really,” she said. 
“I can make anywhere feel like home.”  

Jordan began law school believing she 
wanted to practice transactional law. She 
had no desire to set foot in a courtroom. 
The summer after her first year of law 
school, she clerked with the Nash Law 
Firm doing estate planning and probate. 

“Estate planning is one of the most 
tangible and personable areas of the law,” 
Jordan said. “Most of the time you felt 
good because you were helping people 
accomplish what they wanted to do for 
their families.”

Then, in her second year, Jordan took 
Lawyering Skills II. In this required 
course, each student acts as counsel in 
the preparation and trial of an entire case 
before a jury. Her adjunct instructor, 
Jennifer Merritt, told the class that, in 
her experience, one Lawyering Skills II 
student always changes his or her mind 
about trial work after taking the class. 

“I knew that would never be me,” 
Jordan joked. 

At the end of the semester, Merritt 
recommended Jordan to Professor Robert 
Minarcin, the trial team director. 

“Professor Minarcin encouraged me 
to try out, and I made the team,” Jordan 
said. “I’m so glad I did. Trial team is by far 
my favorite part of law school.” 

Jordan has realized that she enjoys 
advocating for her clients and speaking 
in front of a jury. “I can’t imagine not 
being in the courtroom after graduation,” 
she said. “Looking back, I think it was 
something that always interested me, but I 
wasn’t sure I would be good at it.”

This semester, Jordan competed in her 
first trial team competition, the 2020 All 
Star National Bracket Challenge mock 
trial competition hosted virtually by St. 
Mary’s University. 

Jordan said she’d never learned so much 
in such a short period of time, not just 
in preparing her part of the trial, but in 
watching the other teams and how they 
crafted their arguments. She also learned 

she was good at thinking on her feet. 
“That’s something I’ve learned on the 

team. No matter how much you prepare, 
no trial is going to go exactly as you 
planned, practiced, or prepared.” 

Case in point: Jordan did her team’s 
closing argument. It’s her favorite part of 
the trial to write because it can be more 
creative and persuasive. She had crafted a 
great 18-minute closing argument. 

“We had seventy minutes for the whole 
trial, but the other team’s witnesses ran 
out the clock by giving long-winded 
testimony during our case-in-chief.” 

In the end, Jordan had nine minutes 
for her closing. She had to delete all her 
creative anecdotes and get straight to the 
law and the facts. She managed to do that 
and save 30 seconds for rebuttal. 

The result? Jordan took home an 
advocacy award for their bracket. 

She learned something else from the 
competition. 

“As a Type A person, I don’t always like 
to be criticized,” she joked. “But I have 
learned to be open to suggestions and 
criticism, and how to improve through it. 
I worked with Professor Minarcin on my 
cross-examination for a long time, and it 
was very frustrating to keep going back 
and forth; but I got excellent marks on it 
and the judges were very complimentary. I 
learned the extra effort was worth it.” 

This semester is all about extra 
effort. In addition to trial team, Jordan 
is currently clerking at Gill Ragon & 
Owen, P.A. and externing for Legal Aid 
of Arkansas through the Medical-Legal 
Partnership with Arkansas Children’s 
Hospital. 

“It’s great to be able to continue the 
relationship with the hospital even 
through law school,” she said. 

She’s also working in Bowen’s Student 
Affairs Office as the dean’s fellow manager, 
after serving as a dean’s fellow last year. 
Dean’s fellows work with first-year law 
students in student success teams to help 
new students develop the skills, strategies, 
and support networks necessary to 

succeed in law school. As the manager, 
Jordan makes sure all the fellows and their 
teams are staying on task and on track 
with the lesson plans. 

In addition, Jordan is a member 
of Delta Theta Phi and the Arkansas 
Association of Women Lawyers. 
Throughout law school, she has clerked 
at Mitchell, Williams, Selig, Gates & 
Woodyard, P.L.L.C, Cross, Gunter, 
Witherspoon & Galchus, P.C., and 
PPGMR Law, P.L.L.C.

Jordan is currently writing a paper 
to satisfy her upper-level writing 
requirement for graduation. The topic 
is the Constitutional Consequences of 
COVID-19. 

“During live jury trials, when everyone 
is wearing masks, how can you tell what 
someone is thinking if you can’t see his or 
her face? How do you know if a witness is 
lying, or if a juror is connecting with your 
argument?” 

Jordan’s career ambitions may go 
beyond legal practice to a career in 
politics. 

“Although a political career is not out 
of the question, I believe attending law 
school first was a good foundational 
stepping stone and allowed me to make 
contacts,” she said. 

Her experiences in law school and 
in Little Rock have led Jordan to two 
conclusions. 

First, that she made the right decision 
coming to Bowen. 

“I’ve clerked with students from 
different law schools, and Bowen 
students have the advantage of clerking 
during the school year. We have triple 
the opportunities to network and gain 
practical experience,” she explained. 
Second, she wants to stay in Little Rock. 

“All my friends are here. My career 
connections are here,” she said. “I’m 
hooked on the Natural State.”  
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